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       November 20, 2011 
       First Baptist Vancouver 
 
Text: Ephesians 6:10-20 
Title: “Standing Firm Against the Powers – Part III” 
 (Series: Navigating An Alternative Reading of Reality) 
 
 
On this, the last Sunday of the Christian year … on Christ the King Sunday 
…we come to the last study in our series of studies in the Apostle Paul’s 
letter to the Ephesians. As we come to the end, a big part of me wants to 
now go back to the beginning … and work it all through again! The fact is, 
although we may never again give direct attention to the text of Ephesians, 
we will never be far from the message of the text of Ephesians. For, as I 
trust you have come to appreciate, the letter to the Ephesians is all about 
reality as it is centered in and shaped by Jesus Christ. Although we may not 
ever fully understand this reality, we are living in it.  For, as I trust you are 
coming to believe, the alternative reading of reality given to us in Ephesians 
is a true and accurate reading. I trust you are coming to the deep conviction 
that what Paul develops in his letter from a jail cell is the really real. 
 
 
For the third time now, I invite you to give your attention to Paul’s 
concluding paragraph. Since this is our last study in the series I would like 
us to also read the beginning paragraph. So listen again to Ephesians chapter 
one, verses 3 to 14, and then, again, to chapter six, verses 10-20. Hear the 
Word of God.  
 
 
10 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of His might. 11 Put on the 
full armour of God, so that you will be able to stand firm against the schemes of 
the devil. 12 For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, 
against the powers, against the world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual 
forces of wickedness in the heavenly places. 13 Therefore, take up the full armour 
of God, so that you will be able to resist in the evil day, and having done 
everything, to stand firm. 14 Stand firm therefore, having girded your loins with 
truth, and having put on the breastplate of righteousness, 15 and having your feet 
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; 16 in addition to all, taking up 
the shield of faith with which you will be able to extinguish all the flaming arrows 
of the evil one. 17 And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, 
which is the word of God. 
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 18 With all prayer and petition pray at all times in the Spirit, and with this in 
view, be on the alert with all perseverance and petition for all the saints, 19 and 
pray on my behalf, that utterance may be given to me in the opening of my mouth, 
to make known with boldness the mystery of the gospel, 20 for which I am an 
ambassador in chains; that in proclaiming it I may speak boldly, as I ought to 
speak. 
 
The beginning paragraph – an alternative reading of our identity and of our 
location in the world. “In Christ.” “In the heavenly places.” Yes, “in 
Vancouver,” “in Canada,” “in 2011,” “in a secular, post-modern world.” 
But also, and more fundamentally, “in Christ,” “in the heavenly places.” 
Which is to say, we live and move and have our being in the visible realm 
and in the invisible realm. We live and move and have our being in the 
material realm and in the spiritual realm. We live and move and have our 
being in the earthly realm and in the heavenly realm. 
 
 
Thus the concluding paragraph – an alternative reading of our struggle to 
live the alternative reality. If we lived and moved and had our being only in 
the visible, material, earthly realms, our struggle would be only with  the 
visible, material, earthly.  But because we also live and move and have our 
being  in the invisible, spiritual, and heavenly realms, our struggle is also 
with the invisible, spiritual, heavenly. This we worked through the first time 
we gave attention to Ephesians 6:10-20. Because of this more accurate 
understanding of the struggle, we need very different resources in order to 
stand in the struggle. This we started to work through the second time we 
gave attention to Ephesians 6:10-20. “Stand firm.” Paul uses the verb four 
times in the text. vs. 11 – “that you may be able to stand firm against the 
schemes of the devil.” Vs. 13 – “that you may be able to resist [a form of the 
verb “stand” in the evil day.” Vs. 13 – “and having done everything, to stand 
firm.” And vs. 14 – “Stand firm therefore.” 
 
How?  Be strong in the Lord.” Not just, “be strong.” We are thrown back on 
ourselves to stand in the struggle. We are to throw ourselves on Jesus Christ. 
 “Be strong in the Lord, and the strength of His might.” And, “take up and 
put on the full armor of God.” “Of God.” “The armor of God.” As we noted 
last time, the armor we are to wear is God’s own armor. The armor Jesus 
Himself wore in His encounter with evil in the wilderness. “Full armor.” 
Take up and put on the “full” armor of God. We need every piece of the 
armor. One piece protects the head, but not the feet. Another protects the 
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lung, but not the head. Take up and put on the full suit God provides. And as 
we noted last time, Paul names both defensive and offensive pieces. Five 
defensive. The belt of truth. The breastplate of righteousness. The shoes of 
peace. The shield of faith. The helmet of salvation. And as we noted last 
time, all these defense pieces turn out to be Jesus Himself! The belt is Jesus. 
The breastplate is Jesus. The shoes are Jesus. The shield is Jesus. And the 
helmet is Jesus. As the Psalmist sings: “You, O Lord, are a shield about me, 
my glory, the lifter of my head” (3:3). 
 
Now, as we give our attention to Ephesians 6:10-20 this third and last time, 
let us focus on the offensive pieces of the armor. There are two. Only two. 
Given the true nature of the struggle they are the two that work most 
effectively. And given what they are they are the two we most need. Verses 
17 & 18. “And take … the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God. 
With all prayer and petition praying at all times in the Spirit …” 
The two offensive “weapons” are the sword of the Spirit and praying in the 
Spirit.  
 
Why these?  P = O + I.  Remember the formula? We got it from Walter 
Wink, a disciple of Jesus who has thought and written a lot about spiritual 
warfare. You will find good help in his series of books “Naming the 
Powers,” “Unmasking the Powers,” and “Engaging the Powers.” I do not 
agree with everything he develops. But I have found his formula very 
helpful. P = O + I. P stands for the powers at work in the world. O stands 
for the outward, visible, material, earthly factors. I stands for the inward, 
invisible, spiritual, heavenly factors. I quote Wink again:  “The powers (P) 
are not spiritual spooks inhabiting the air and leaping on the unwary. 
That is an earlier way of putting it. Nor are the powers (P) merely 
institutions, political or economic systems, ideologies, or social structures. 
That has been the modern way of coming at it. Neither is adequate, 
though both contain some truth. The powers, whether benign or satanic, 
always consist of an outer, visible form (constitutions, judges, armies, 
leaders, buildings) and an inner, invisible spirit that provides the power 
its legitimacy, credibility, and clout.” Makes sense, does it not? 
P = O + I. Wink challenges us in the Western world, and in parts of the 
world under Western influence. He says that because we have lost touch 
with the Biblical understanding of reality, we are left “tinkering” with the 
outer while ignoring the inner. Real change only comes by addressing the 
inner.  
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 Which is why nations can go through revolutions but not really 
change. Dictators can be toppled, long standing systems of bureaucracy can 
be re-arranged. But nothing really changes. Because the inner spirituality 
remains intact, unchallenged. The spirituality which gave rise to the 
dictatorship  and oppressive bureaucracy has not changed. P = O + I. There 
is no real change in the P without change in the I. 
 
And that is what the two offensive piece of the full armor of God  
are able to do: address the inner spirituality of nations, cities, institutions,  
corporations, sports empires, religions, and churches. Take up the Sword of 
the Spirit …and pray at all times in the Spirit. 
 
First offensive piece of the armor: “The Sword of the Spirit.” Not the sword 
of the flesh, not the sword of any human making. Not the sword of any 
metal, heavy or otherwise. A spiritual sword. The work of the Spirit. The 
work of the Spirit of God, the Holy Spirit. The sword imbued with the life 
and power of God the Spirit. And what is this sword? “The word of God,” 
says Paul. The Word the Living God speaks. The Word the Holy Spirit 
speaks. The Word the Word-made-flesh speaks; the Word Jesus of Nazareth 
speaks. 
 
The apostle John brackets the last book of the Bible, the Revelation of Jesus 
Christ, with the images of the risen Jesus. Chapter one:  Jesus is standing in 
the midst of His churches, and, says John, “out of His mouth came a sharp 
two-edged sword” (1:10). Chapter nineteen:  Jesus comes riding on a horse, 
and, says John, “from His mouth comes a sharp sword” (19:15). “Jesus 
wins” – that is the message of the book. And He wins by speaking. 
 
His Word not only informs. His Word performs. The Word that makes 
things happen. Our words make all kinds of things happen. Our words can 
hurt and heal. Our words can tear down  and build. How much more the 
Word  
of the One Who made all things and holds all things together? “Let there be 
light” – and there was, lots of it! “Let there be animals” – and there were, 
lots of them! “Get up and walk” – and a lame man does. “Come out of him” 
– and the demons flee. “Hush, be still” – and the raging wind and waves die 
down. “Come out Lazarus” – and a dead man walks out of the tomb.  
 
The Word of God not only informs … it performs. When God speaks things 
happen. And when God’s people speak God’s speech, things happen. Isaiah 
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55 –“For as the rain and snow come down from heaven,  and do not return 
there without watering the earth, and making it bear and sprout, and 
furnishing seed to the sower and bread to the eater; So shall My word be 
which goes forth from My mouth; it shall not return to Me empty, 
without accomplishing what I desire, without succeeding in the matter 
for which I sent it” (55:10-11).  
 
The writer of the NT book we call Hebrews develops all this most fully. In 
Hebrews 4:12 – He makes the great claim: “For the word of God is living 
and active and sharper than any two-edged sword.” “Living.” When the 
author quotes the OT he always says, “the Holy Spirit says” … never the 
Holy Spirit “said.” Living and active.  “Piercing as far as the division of soul 
and spirit, of both joints and marrow, and able to judge the thoughts and 
intentions of the heart.” Able to penetrate any form of darkness. Able to 
penetrate any form of bondage. Able to penetrate any defenses raised against 
the knowledge of God. Able to breakthrough any lies about Who God is and 
What God is like.  Able to breakthrough any lies about who we are, and 
what it means to be human. Able to bring us into the light and into the 
freedom won for us on the cross. 
 
 
“Take up the Sword of the Spirit.” Speak the Word of God … and watch 
what happens. Something always happens. Something redemptive always 
happens. Maybe not immediately. And maybe not visibly. But something 
happens. The Word spoken in the world makes things happen in the world. 
 
 
“Stand firm … take up the sword of the Spirit.” Is this not what we see Jesus 
doing? Is He not in the Gospels regularly wielding this sword? In the 
wilderness. In that face-to-face confrontation with the evil one. Three times 
– “it is written.” Three times in response to temptation – “it is written.” 
Round one: “If You are the Son of God, command that these stones become 
bread.” Jesus answered: “It is written,  Man shall not live by bread alone, 
but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God’.” Round two: 
the tempter tries to use the sword against Jesus! “If You are the Son of God 
throw Yourself down [off the high cliff]; for it is written:  ‘He will give His 
angels charge concerning you,’  and, ‘On their hands they will bear you up, 
lest you strike your foot against a stone’.” But the tempter took the word out 
of context, and out of context is not the word of God to Jesus. So Jesus says, 
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“On the other hand, it is written, ‘You shall not put the Lord your God to the 
test’.” Round three: Showing Jesus all the kingdoms of the world,  
the tempter says, “All these things I will give You,  if You fall down and 
worship me.” Jesus responses: “Be gone Satan, it is written, ‘You shall 
worship the Lord your God, and serve Him only’.” We see Jesus use the 
sword when the religious establishment begins to hassle Him. Many times 
He said to the stubborn and hostile Pharisees, “it is written,” or, “Have you 
not heard?” then quoting Scripture. We see Jesus use the sword on the cross, 
in the great struggle with evil. Six of the seven last words are either a direct 
quotation or a reflection on the Old Testament.   (Michael Green, I Believe in 
Satan’s Downfall, 230-231). 
 
Our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against spiritual forces and 
powers. Take up the sword of the Holy Spirit. Speak the Word of God, 
and something happens to the spiritual forces and powers. To the powers? 
Something happens to the powers? I hang on to the story Luke tells in the 
10th chapter of his Gospel. Jesus sends out 70 of His disciples on short-term 
mission. He tells them they are simply to announce the Gospel,  to announce 
Jesus’ Gospel. They are to say to the cities: “The kingdom of God has come 
near” (10:9). The 70 obey. In city after city they speak the Word, the wield 
the sword: “The kingdom of God has come near.” The 70 return with news 
of all kinds of kingdom-things happening. People are healed, people are 
reconciled, people are freed from all kinds of bondage. And Jesus says to 
them:  “I was watching Satan fall from heaven like lightening” (10:18). 
The disciples had been speaking the Word to humans. And visible humans 
were responding. But so were the invisible rulers and authorities. Paul says 
in the middle of his letter: 3:10 – “through the church” the wisdom of God, 
the good news of God, is being “made known” to “the rulers and authorities 
in the heavenly places.” Whenever believers announce the good news to 
other human beings, “Jesus is Lord … the kingdom of God has come near,” 
we are announcing the news to “the principalities and powers.” And the I in 
P = O + I is being addressed. And things happen in the city. “I was watching 
Satan fall like lightening.” It is happening right now. You are hearing the 
good news. And so are the invisible powers at work in the city. It happens 
wherever and whenever you meet for Bible study in your small groups. In 
apartments, in houses, in offices, in coffee shops. Wherever disciples of 
Jesus  are opening the Book and speaking its Message, we are hearing. 
 And so are the invisible powers at work in the parts of the city where 
we are meeting. “I was watching Satan fall like lightening.” Which is why 
the powers  work so cleverly and constantly to keep us out of the Book. 
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They work to fuel our busy-ness so that we do not have time to open the 
Book. The Bible on the shelf is no threat to the rulers and authorities. But 
open it … and speak its living and active Word … and the rulers and 
authorities begin to squirm. You can then understand why the powers work 
so cleverly and constantly to distract Ministers of the Word with all kinds of 
other demands so they do not have the time and energy to live in, and teach 
and preach the Word.  Read the book of Acts. I think it is primarily about  
the progress of the Word in the world. Yes, it is about the emergence of the 
church in the world. But it is the emergence of the church given birth by and 
sustained by the Word. Luke, the author of Acts, says a number of times, 
 “And the Word of God kept on spreading.” John Stott has observed that 
Jesus’ enemy tried to stifle the spreading of the Word, and thus the 
emergence of the church, in three ways. 
 
Scheme one – persecution. But it did not work. It actually never works. 
Persecution drove people deeper into the Word. And persecution spread the 
disciples of Jesus out into the Roman Empire with the Word.  
 
Scheme two – deception. A couple named Ananias and Sapphira lied to the 
emerging church.  They had sold some property, as many new believers 
were doing to fund the mission of the Gospel. But when they presented the 
proceeds they lied about the exact amount. That is, they played games with 
the truth, and inadvertently fell into the trap of the enemy who does not walk 
in the truth. Read Acts 5 to see how the Head of the Church dealt with this 
attack! 
 
And three – diversion.  As the church emerged a problem arose in the 
ministry of serving food to widows. And those entrusted with the ministry of 
the Word found themselves under pressure to get involved. They did not 
think the work of serving meals was somehow beneath them.  It was just that 
to do all the work involved in setting up the systems of caring for people in 
need and dealing with people who were complaining, meant being diverted 
from attending to the work of the Word. They say to the church: “It is not 
good for us to neglect the Word to serve tables” (6:2). They propose the 
calling of Deacons to whom the Lord gives such wonderful ministries.  
“But we,” they say, “will devote ourselves to prayer, and to the ministry of 
the Word” (6:4). Satan’s attempt to stifle the progress of the Word 
was met with the calling of Deacons. And Luke writes: “And the Word of 
God kept on spreading, and the number of disciples continued to increase 
greatly …” (6:7). 
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Stand firm. Take up the sword of the Spirit. The second offensive piece of 
the armor. And “pray at all times in the Spirit.” “In the Spirit” reminds us 
that prayer is not just our work. “In the Spirit” reminds us that the Spirit is at 
work in our praying. The Spirit moves us to pray. The Spirit helps us to 
pray. The Spirit teaches us as we pray. The Spirit empowers us to pray.  
How do we address the I in the P = O + I? We pray. Vs. 18 - “With all 
prayer and petition,” says Paul,  “praying at all times in the Spirit, being on 
alert with all perseverance and petition for all the saints.” Hear and see the 
word “all”? All the time, with all forms, for all the saints, with all 
perseverance.  
 
And as we do, something happens. Always something happens.  Maybe not 
immediately. And maybe not in ways that are visible. But something always 
happens when we pray in the Spirit. This is powerfully portrayed in the last 
book of the Bible, in the Revelation of Jesus Christ. In 8th chapter,  John 
watches as the Lamb, Jesus Christ, breaks the last of the seven seals of the 
scroll of history. Listen:  “And when He [the Lamb] broke the seventh seal, 
there was silence in heaven for about half an hour.  And I saw seven angels 
who stand before God; and seven trumpets were given them.  And another 
angel came and stood at the altar, holding a golden censor; and much 
incense was given to him, that he might add it to the prayers of all the saints 
upon the golden altar which was before the throne.” What is going on? This 
is profound. John is discovering that one of the ways God moves history 
forward is through prayer. NT scholar George Beasely-Murray: “No one was 
more aware than John of the limitations of what individual men and women 
can do to change the course of history and to bring in the kingdom of 
heaven, particularly in the face of cosmic forces against them and the 
transcendent nature of the kingdom itself.  But we can pray to Him who has 
almighty power, and it would seem that God has willed that the prayers of 
His people should be part of the process by which the kingdom comes. The 
interaction between the sovereignty of God and the prayers of the saints is 
part of the mystery of existence.  Faith is called on to take both seriously.” 
  
(Revelation) 
 
Take up the Sword of the Spirit … and pray at all times in the Spirit. And 
the I in P = O + I begins to change. Alternative reading of reality. Walter 
Wink again. He reminds us that the disciples of Jesus in the 1st century had 
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no access to the political process. But, says Wink, “this seems to have done 
little to prevent the church from impacting the Roman empire with 
devastating force.” Why? “When the Roman magistrates ordered the 
Christians to worship the imperial spirit, they refused, kneeling instead       
and offering prayers on the emperor’s behalf. This seemingly innocuous act 
was far more exasperating than outright rebellion would have been.” It was? 
Why? “Rebellion simply acknowledges the absolute and ultimate nature of 
the emperor’s power, and attempts to seize it. Prayer denies that altogether 
by acknowledging a higher power. Rebellion focuses on the physical 
institution or its current incumbents, and attempts to displace them 
by an act of superior force. Prayer, on the other hand, challenges the very 
spirituality of the empire itself, and calls the empire’s “angel, as it were, 
before the judgment seat of God.” Alternative reading. True reading. 
Reality as it is because of Jesus Christ. When we pray we are saying that 
the way things are in the world, in the city, is not the way things are 
supposed to be, and not the way they one day will be. When we pray we go 
over the heads of the powers, and bring the inner spirituality of the powers 
before the One Who IS Head over all things. Jacques Ellul, when Professor 
of Law and Government at the University of Bordeaux, could write: “The 
Christian who prays acts more effectively and more directly on society than 
the person who is politically involved, with all the sincerity of his faith put 
into the involvement. It is not a matter of seeing them in opposition to one 
another, but of inverting our instinctive, cultural hierarchy of values.” 
(Prayer and the Modern Man) 
 
Which is why the powers work so cleverly and constantly to keep us off our 
knees, to keep us from praying.  They fuel our busy-ness so that we do not 
have time to pray. We just jump into the day without praying. Oh, we might 
throw up a brief, “Help me Jesus,” which is better than nothing. But 
otherwise we move into all the activities in our own power leaning on our 
own wisdom. Alternative reading. Our struggle is not just with flesh and 
blood; it is not just with human beings and human institutions and human 
movements. Our struggle is with the supra-man forces and powers at work in 
the universe. Stand firm. How? Take up and put on the full armor of God. 
Five defensive pieces of the full armor. The belt of truth. The breastplate of 
righteousness. The shoes of peace. The shield of faith. The helmet of 
salvation. And two offensive pieces of the full armor. The sword of the 
Spirit, speaking the Word of God in the world. And praying in the Spirit,  
interceding for the world before the throne of King Jesus. So … let us do it. I 
am now going to make a series of declarations; I will speak the Word 
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relative to some of the powers at work in our city. Along the way I will ask 
if you agree with the declaration. If you do, you can say, “Yes, Lord.” I will 
then pray; I will bring the powers before the Savior and Judge. And I will 
invite you to agree by saying, “Amen.” We will then conclude by praying 
the Lord’s Prayer together. The words will be on the screen. On this Christ 
the King Sunday, we declare that the powers – human and demonic, visible 
and invisible – behind illegal and destructive drugs are accountable to Jesus 
Christ. We declare that the powers are no match for Jesus Christ, that He is 
more powerful, and that He can set the captives free. Agree? “Yes, Lord.” 
So Lord, we bring the powers before You, and we ask You to break the grip 
drugs have on people You love. Agree? “Amen.” Lord, we ask You to 
expose those who are making destructive drugs available; break the back of 
their empires. Agree? “Amen.” Lord, we ask You to free men and women, 
boys and girls, from this evil. And that You free drug-dealers from the 
deeper evil of no longer caring what happens to other people; they are also 
prisoners of evil.  Set them free! Agree? “Amen.”  On this Christ the King 
Sunday, we declare that the powers – human and demonic, visible and 
invisible – at work in sex-trafficking, are accountable to Jesus Christ. 
We declare that the powers are no match for Jesus Christ, that He is more 
powerful, and can set the captives free. Agree? “Yes, Lord.” So Lord, 
we bring those powers before You, and ask You to break their grip on 
people. Agree? “Amen.” We ask You to expose those who are doing this 
evil, and break the back of their empires. Agree? “Amen.” We ask You to 
come to the rescue of girls and women being used as mere objects by the 
forces of lust and power. Agree? “Amen.” And we ask You to come to the 
rescue of men who are buying into this evil; hell has an even greater grip on 
them than on the girls and women. Set them free Lord! Agree? “Amen.” Let 
us each now take a few moments to declare and pray relative to issues close 
to our hearts. Declare that Jesus is seated far above all rule and authority and 
dominion.  And bring the powers to His feet. Let us now together pray the 
way Jesus taught us to pray. 
 
 
 Our Father, Who art in heaven: Hallowed be Your name. Your 
kingdom come. Your will be done. On earth as it is in heaven. Give us this 
day our daily bread. And forgive us our sins, as we forgive those who sin 
against us. And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from the evil-one. 
For Yours is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory. Forever. Amen. 
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